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Abstract. Given two finite, directed, edge-labeled graphs, G (the guest) and H (the host) an 
encoding of G into H is an injection of guest-graph edges into host-grapb paths that induces an 
injection of G vertices into H vertices. An encoding is uniform if like..labeled edges map to 
like-Eabeled paths. Encodings and uniform encodings are motivated by data structure represen- 
tation issues. Although uniform encodings are economically expressed, three types of analysis 
indicate diseconomies introduced by the uniformity condition. First, space usage (i.e., the size of 
the host as a function of the size of the guest) can be exponential for *natural’ encodings uch as 
uniform encodings of arrays into trees. By contrast, strongly connected hosts of size equal to the 
guests are adequate for nonuniform encodings. Secondly, the edge dilation under uniform 
encodings can be nonpolynomial in the size of the guest. By contrast, the same graphs can be 
nonuniformly encoded with edges mapping to paths of unit length. Thirdly, finding uniform 
encodings, even when the guest is a line, is PSPACE-complete. By contrast, there is a linear time 
algorithm for nonuniform encoding of lines in graphs. Additional upper and lower bounds amplify 
the limitations of uniform data encodings. 
1. Introduction 
The process of data encoding [9,10,1 l] is i., formal correspondent of the process 
of translating ‘logical data structures’ to ‘physkal storage structures’ [3,14, 15, 161 
that accompanies the transition from idealized algorithm to concrete program. En 
informal terms, the development in [9,10 111 proceeds by representing data 
structures (both ‘logical’ and ‘physical’) by graphs. An encoding of the graph G (for 
Guest) in the graph H (for Host) is then a one-to-one mapping L of the vertices of G 
into the vertices of H together with a compatibk (in the obvious sense) mapping E of 
the edges of G into the set of paths in H. The intended scenario is that an algorithm 
will ‘reside’ at vertex L(V) of H rather than at vertex v of G; and the algorithm will 
simulate following the edge e from v to v’ in G by following the path E (e) from L (v ) to 
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&‘) in H. (The ‘compatibility’ between L and E manifests itself in this path- 
traversal.) The cost of a given data encoding is then some weighted average of the 
dilation of the edges of G by the mapping E, the specific averaging technique 
depending on the intended patterns of traversals of the guest graph (cf. [g]). A major 
disadvantage of this approach is that it completely ignores the cost of computing the 
mapping E. The cost of a data encoding asslxnes E to be instantaneously computed 
and assesses cost only for the time-dilation engendered by having to traverse 
host-paths instead of guest-edges. But it is not unlikely that there are cost-efficient 
data encodings whose efficiency is dissipated by the absence of a systematic, efficient 
way of computing E. In an effort to overcome this drawback, we introduce here the 
notion of a uniform data encoding: the graphs now have labeled edges, and the 
encoding E is restricted so that like-labeled edges of G must be mapped to 
!ike-labeled paths in I-i. Such uniform encodings are not unfamiliar to the reader: the 
usual row-major storage mapping for a multidimensional array can be viewed as a 
uniform encoding of the array in the line. We present a three-part example now, both 
to prepare the reader for our formal framework and to justify our intuition that this 
label-correspondence r striction on E does simplify the computation of E. 
Say that one has an algorithm that operates on the depth-2 complete one-way 
4-ary tree of Fig. 1. (Formal definitions of familiar notions such as ‘complete tree’, 
‘one-way’, “4ary’ appear in Section 2.2.) Say further that the computing environ- 
ment in which one wants to program this algorithm demands that the 4-ary tree be 
represented as a tree with branching at most two at each node. At least three 
strategies uggest hemselves, and the three resulting representations are illustrated 
in Figs. 2-4. 
Fig. 2 illustrates our 4-ary tree stored in a binary tree. The resulting (guest 
edge)-(host path) assignment is tabulated in Table 1, It appears clear that a 
significant computation (perhaps, e.g., a search in a large table) is needed in order to 
determine, given node x and edge label y from our guest, the path in our host 
associated by E with the edge y leaving node X. 
The encodings of Figs. 3,4 contrast sharply with that of Fig. 2. The encoding in Fig. 
3 merely expands each edge of the guest tree into a length 2 path, in such a way as to 
Fig. 1. A depth-2 complete 4-ary tree. 
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Fig. 2. A binary tree that encodes the tree of Fig. 1. 
obtain the host binary tree. In place of the 20-entry tabulation of Table 1, the 
encoding of Fig. 3 can be described by the 4-entry Table 2. The encoding of Fig. 4, 
which derives from [6, Section 2.3.21, proceeds in a breadth-first way from each node 
of the guest tree. In common with the encoding of Fig. 3, it admits a 4-line 
encapsulation; see Table 3. 
The fact that the i&tiest edge)-(host path) label correspondences inTables 2 and 3 
are trivial to compute- the one being the binary and the other the unary relxesen- 
tation of the 4-ary labels-is a fortuitous coincidence. The important contrasts 
Table 1 
In guest 
--- 
From node Follow edge labeled 
A 1 
A 2 
A 3 
A 4 
B 1 
B 2 
B 3 
B 4 
C 1 
C 2 
C 3 
C 4 
D 1 
D 2 
D 3 
D 4 
E 1 
E 2 
E 3 
E 4 
In host 
From node Follow path labeled 
A & 
A er 
A r 
A rr 
B li 
B Cf 
B Pr 
B et-it: 
C & 
C r 
C ft 
c /r 
D F 
D FF 
D er 
D f&t 
E P 
E f 
E [f 
E fr 
- 
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Fig. 3. A binary tree that uniformly encodes the tree of Fig. 1. 
between these two tables on the one hand and Table 1 on the other emerge from the 
fact that Tables 2 and 3 contain one entry per edge label in our guest graph, while 
Table I contains an entry for each edge of the guest. As a consequence, Tables 2 and 
3 are independent in both1 size and content of the depth of the guest (and host) trees 
while Table 1 grows exponentially with these depths. Also as a consequence, the task 
of determining any particular (guest edge)-(host path) correspondence is materially 
simpler for the encodings of Tables 2 and 3 than for that of Table 1. 
We have been speaking thus far of the ‘efficiency’ of our three encodings as 
reflected in the bookkeeping demands of the encodings. There is, of course, also the 
question of efficiency as reflected in the encodings’ consumption of resources, both 
time and space. The time requirements of a d%ta encoding are measured in terms of 
the ‘dilation’ of the edges of the guest graph, i.e. the lengths of the image paths in the 
host graph. If an algorithm wishes to traverse an edge of a guest graph but must 
instead traverse the corresponding path in a host graph under some encoding, then 
the length of this image path represents the additional time requirements imposed by 
the encoding. In assessing the time demands of an encoding, we consider both the 
worst- and average-case dilation of the edges of the guest. The space-utiliza;ion of an 
encoding is the proportion of host vertices that are used as images of guest vertices; 
thus, the better the encoding, the closer is its space utilization to unity. Table 4 
presents the efficiency evaluations of our three sample encodings. A glance at Table 4 
Table 2 
In guest .. In host 
Follow edge !abrled Follow path labeled 
-. 
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k 
F 
t 
G 
BI 
r 
H 
I 
I 
Fig. 4. Another binary tree that uniformly encodes the’tree of Fig. 1. 
suggests that none of our three encodings is consistently more efficient than the other 
two; and this conclusion is reinforced by the label-uniformity of the second two 
encodings versus the nonuniformity of the first encoding. 
Even this simple example suggests that one might be willing to accept moderate 
degradation in the efficiency measures of Table 4 to obtain the bookkeeping 
advantages of label-uniformity in a data encoding. How much can uniformity 
degrade efficiency, though? This paper is devoted to deriving at least the extreme (as 
opposed to expected) answers to this question. Regrettably, our answers are very 
negative. At least in the worst cases, label-uniformity can waste resources at an 
exponential rate. 
1.1. Outline 
In Section 2, we present our formal notion of a uniform data encoding, derive two 
results that illustrate distinctions between uniform and unrestricted encodings, and 
draw on one of the examples to illustrate how different can be the space-utilizarions 
of these two notions of data encoding. Section 3 is devoted to the problem of deciding 
Table 3 
In guest 
Follow edge labeled 
In host 
Follow path labeled 
e 
er 
Err 
&rr 
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Table 4 
Edge dilation 
Encoding Space utilkation Worst-case Average 
Table l/Fig. 2 1 3 1.7 
Table 2/Fig. 3 Gh77 2 2 
Table 3/Fig. 4 1 4 2.5 
whether or not one graph is (uniformly) encodable in another. Section 4 uses the 
measures of the dilation-cost of a data encoding that are common to the precursors of 
this paper to derive differences in the tr’me requirements of uniform and unrestricted 
data encodings. Finally, in Section 5 we draw some conclusions for future considera- 
tion. 
2. Basic notions and exemplary results 
2.1. A formal notion of data encoding 
In common with [9,10,11], we represent data structures as graphs. In common 
with [9], but in contrast with [lo, 111, our graphs are directed. In contrast with all 
three of these earlier papers, our graphs are edge-labeled, and they are allowed to 
contain multiple edges between vertices, but only with different labels; indeed our 
notion of uniformity is built around these edge labels. 
For the purposes of this paper, then, a graph G is given by 
(a) a set Vc; of vertices (or nodes), 
(1,) a finite alphabet LG of Zabek, 
(c) a (partial) function fofrow : VG X LG + Vc satisfying 
lL~l =outdegree(G) zmax I{?: foIlow(v, v) defined}l. 
VEVG 
This last condition requires that the total number of distinct labels used matches the 
maximum degree of any vertex. The edges & of the graph are defined by 
EG= ((v, VI, y): follow(v, y) = v’). 
The function follow is extended to VG = Lg in the obvious way, i.e., 
follow(v, A) = v, 
follow(v, .yX) = follow(follow(v, y), X), 
where y E LG, x E Lg and A is the empty string. 
Our restriction on the cardinality of the set LG is intended to preclude ‘unnatural’ 
results that ensue just from prescribing an ‘unnatural’ set of edge labels. AS we shall 
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see later, this restriction on cardinality is not suficient to preclude such results, but is 
a step in that direction. Indeed, our framework does accommodate the conventional 
representation of directed edges in computer memory: with each graph vertex there 
is stored, in consecutive memory locations, a sequence of ‘pointers’ to the immediate 
neighbors of that vertex [6]. These ‘pointers’ are referred to by their offsets from the 
vertex location, so the offsets can be viewed as labels for the edges leaving the vertex; 
and the cardinality restriction clearly is honored. 
A path in the graph G is a finite sequence, possibly null, 
p = (VI, v2, ydcu2, v3, Y2)’ l ‘(&I-1, %l, m-l>bl, Vn+l9 YrA 
where each ( v~, vi+l, yi ) E E. The length of the path p is denoted 1~1. Ear any path p!, 
that is, A&) is the word formed by concatenation of the labels on the edges in order. 
The path is (vertex-) simple if no two of its edges have the same source 
(source(v, v’, y) = v). We denote by Paths(G) the set of all paths in G. 
An encoding of the graph G in the graph H is a function 
E : EG -, Paths(H) 
that induces an injection of V. into V’. “he encoding e is simple if every path in 
E(E& is simple. Note that there is no assumption of vertex- or edge-disjointness 
here, so not all encodings are graph homeomorphisms. 
The encodLlg E of G in H is mifcrm if, for all e, e’E EG, h&e) = hc(e’) implies 
AH(&)) = A&&‘)). 
Remark. When talking about uniform encodings E, it is often convenient o think of 
E as an injection E : VI + V’ plus (in the sense of disjoint union) a function 
E : LG + L& We shall occasionally, after warning the reader, shift to this view of e as 
an aid to exposition. Such a shift will cause no confusion since the type of E’S 
argument will always be made clear, and since the various views of E do not conflict 
with one another. 
2.2. Encoding arrays it.! trees and trees in arrays 
Our first distinctions between uniform and nonuniform data encodings involve the 
following families of graphs: 
For n, d c N (the natural numbers) the side n d-dimensional one-way array 
Al(d; n) (resp., two-way array A2(d; n)) is the graph with vertex set 
(1 9 l l *9 n}X* ’ l X(1,. . . , n} (d times). 
There is, for each 1s i c d, a directed edge labeled .!Vi (for next in direction i) from 
each vertex v = (kl, . . . , ki, . . . , kd) to vertex v’ = @I, . . . , ki + 1, . . . , !cc), where 
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1 G ki c n and 1 s ki 6 12 for j # i. In the two-way case, there is also, under precisely 
the same circumstances, an edge labeled Pi (for previous in direction i), from vertex v’ 
to vertex v. A one-dimensional array is called a Zi.re, and the subscript ‘1’ on N (and P 
for two-way lines) is elided; moreover, we use the abbreviation L&z) = Ai(1; n), 
i = 1,2; see Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. The 2-way array graph A2(2; 3). 
Foa a, h E N the a-ary height h one-way tree Tl(a ; h) (resp., two-way tree Tz(a ; h)) 
is the graph whose vertex set is the set of all strings over { 1, . . . , a} of length c h. 
There is, for each 1~ i s a, a directed edge labeled Si (for ith successor) from each 
vertex x of length less than h to vertex xi. In the two-way case, there is also, under 
precisely the same circumstances, a directed edge labeled P (for predecessor) from 
vertex xi to vertex X, see Fig. 6. The level of vertex x in a tree is the length of x as a 
string. 
The following result about unrestricted encodings is obvious by the basic 
definitions: 
Proposition 2.1. Let H be a strongly connected graph ; i.e., there is a path in H between 
any pair of vertices. A necessary and sufficient condition for a graph G to be encodable 
in His that jVG~~jV”~. 
Since each two-way array and two-way tree is strongly connected, it follows that, 
for i= 1, 2, and all a, d > 1, 
(1) T(a; h) is encodable in As(d; m), where 
(2) Ai(d; n) is encodable in Tz(a; [log, n”]). 
Contrasting with the encodability (1) of trees in arrays, we have 
.2. There is no uniform encoding of Tl(2; 2) in any two-way array. 
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Fig. 6. The 2-way tree T2(2; 2). 
Proof. Every (two-way) array enjoys the following commutativity property. For all 
vertices v of the array and all edge-label sequences pl, p2, 
follow(v, p1p2) = followb, p2p1) 
whenever both are defined. In particular if E is any alleged uniform encoding of 
732; 2) in an array, with vertex injection L, then, in the array, 
follow(&l), & (SI)& (Sz)) = fOllOW(L(A), & (S2)E (Sl)). 
But this is impossible by definition of encoding, since, in the tree, 
follow(A, SiS2) z follow(A, S&). 
Contrasting with the encodability (2) of A,(& n) in 7’&; [log, n”l), we have 
Proposition 2.3. If E encodes the array A1(2; n), n > 2, (resp., A4 ; n>i w-uforlnly in 
T2(a ; h), then h > (n - 1)2 (resp., h > n - 1). 
roof. The proof concerning A l(l; n) being pedestrian, we present here only the 
proof concerning A1(2; n). 
Let pi and p2 be arbitrary edge-label sequences for 7’&; h). For any successor- 
label S and all nodes v of the tree, we have 
fo!low(v, p1SPp2) = follow(v, p& (2.1) 
whenever the left-hand vertex exists. Therefore, for each encoding of A 1(2; n) in 
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7’&1; h), there corresponds another encoding having the same vertex injection and 
having the property that for both edge-labels NI, Nz of the array, the corresponding 
adge-label sequences in the tree have the forms 
NI - Pb, N2 - P’u, (2.2) 
where r,s 2 0 (representing strings of r and s P’s), and p,a are strings over the 
successor alphabet {&, . . . , SQ}. In view of the existence of such ‘irredundant’ 
encodings, we lose no generality by restricting attention to uniform encodings of 
An(2; n) in &(a; h), whose label correspondences assume the form (2.2). Let E be 
such an encoding. For expositional simplicity, we shall, when convenient, speak of E 
as though it were a vertex injection. 
Let u0 denote the tree node ~((1,l)). Our proof proceeds by analysis of cases. 
Case 1; Either r = IpI or s = 1~1. This case cannot occur since, in view of (2.1) and 
if either of these equalities our assumption that n > 2, E would not be one-to-one 
heM: if r = IpI we would have 
E ((2,1)) = follow(o~, P$> = follow( DfJ, P’pP’p) 
A similar absurdity is implied by the equation s = Ial. 
Case 2; r> IpI agd s > 101. Define the three quantities 
= e ((3, 1)). 
1 =lcm(lr-IPlI9 Is-lull), A =j+q, 
1 
r- p = Is-loll’ 
(2.3 
(Bars are used for both length and absolute value, but the types of the operands 
should prevent any ambiguity.) We first show that the assumption max(h + 2, p + 
2) G n leads to a contradiction. An easy calculation verifies that the nodes 
u1 = follow(vO, (P’p)“) and v2 = follow(uO, (P”0)“) 
are at the same level of 7’2(a; h) and, moreover, that 
fOllOW(U~, P”) = follow(t(2, P’“), 
where m = max(r, s). But, then, assuming with no loss of generality tf.at m = r, we 
have 
e ((A + 2, 1)) = foIlow(U0, (P’p)““) = follow(uo, (P”cr)“P’p) = IS ((2, p + 1)). 
Since E is injective, however, the indicated arguments of E cannot Pjoth lie in the 
array A ,(2; n), that is, we must have max(A + 2, (U + 1) > n. With no loss of generaI- 
ity, we now have s - Ial a A 2 rz - 1 so that the levels in 7’2(a ; h) of nodes u. and 
E ((1, n)) = follow(vo, (P’a)“-‘) 
differ by at least (n - 1)2, establishing our claim for this case. 
Case31 r 7 Ipi and s < laj (or vice versa). Retaining the quantit+ I, A, p from (2.3) 
we note that in this case the nodes 
VI = 00 and 2)~ =follow(vo, (P’u)” (P’p)“) 
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are at the same level in 7&z; h), and, moreover, 
follow(v~, P”) = follow(v*, P”), 
where m = max(r, s). Assuming that r as, we note that 
421)) = f0110w(v0, P’p) = follow(v~, (P”u)“(Prp)APrp) = & ((A + 2, p + 1)). 
These equations lead us to a contradiction analogous to that of Case 2, with a similar 
resolution and identical conclusion. (In case s > r, we follow P”a from both v1 and 2~2, 
and we are confronted with a completely analogous situation.) 
Case4 r < lpl and s C 1~1; say without loss of generality that IpI s InI. Let vl and v2 
be images in Tz(a ; h) of distinct array vertices (i, j) and (k, Z) with j, 2 > 1. Say that vi 
and v2 reside at the same level of the tree. We observe the following: 
(1) vl # v2 since E is injective; 
(2) there exist distinct tree nodes vi and vb such that 
vl = follow(v;, Pb) and v2 = follow(v5, Pb). 
This is due to our assumption that j, I > 1 so that both of our array vertices have 
in-edges labeled N2. Hence, the ‘strings’ v1 and v2 both end with cr; 
(3) there are no edge-label se:juences 7rl 7~~ l l l mb and 71 72 l l l T,, each wi and ri 
either P’p or P”a, such that 
follow(v~, 7r1 . l l vb) = follow(t/& 71 * ’ * 7,). 
This follows from (l), (2), and the assumed inequalities r < [$! and s. r c Ial. 
But this last observation (3) is irreconcilable with the fact that, for i:%: :ry two 
vertices of Al(2; n) there is a third vertex (perhaps one of the original two) which is 
accessible from both. 
This contradiction forces us to conclude that the tree nodes v1 and v2 cannot exist 
as described. But the only feature of their description that one could call into 
question is their coresidence at the same level of T2(a; h). We conclude that the 
images of all vertices (i, j) of A 1(2; n) with j > 1 reside at distinct levels of Tz(a ; h). 
Cases l-4 exhaust all possibilities, and the proposition follows. 
The message of Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 is that there exist graphs G such that G is 
encodable in any tree having at least 1 V,I nodes, but the smallest T2(cz ; h) in which G 
is uniformly encodable has a ‘lvJ nodes for some c > 8. 
Thus the space requirements of uniform encodings can be immoderately greater 
than those of unrestricted encodings. 
In some sense Proposition 2.3 can be said to comment on a basic disparity in the 
structures of arrays and trees: no ‘tricky’ labeling of either guest or host was needed 
to derive the stated space bound. If we admit ‘tricky’ labeling schemes, then the 
just-derived disparity in the space requirements of uniform and unrestricted encod- 
ings can be increased without bound. 
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Proposition 2.4. For every integer k, there is a degree 2 family of graphs {Hk (m )},,, 3l, 
each I&(m) having 2m vertices, with the fc7llowingproperty. If E uniformly encodes the 
n-vertex ojre-way line Ll(n) in Hk(m), then m 2 k(:n - 1). In contrast, there is an 
unrestricted encoding of L1 (n ) in Hk (n ). 
Proof. The host family {Hk(m)} mz 1 is quite simple. Hk (m) has vertices 
W, Wol,. . . ,m), 
and edges from each vertex (1, i), 1 - I =C’ G m, to (0, i) and to (1, i + 1). The edges along 
the length m - 1 path from vertex (1,l) to (1,2) to . . l (1, m) are labeled with letters 
{A, B} so as to yield a sequence x1x2 l l . x,y, where r = [(m - 1)/k] ; each stringxi is a 
copy of the length-k prefix of the two-letter Thue sequence [18], and y is a 
length-(m - 1 mod k) prefix of the same sequence. The labeling of Hk(m) is 
completed so that the edge from vertex (1, i) to vertex (0, i) has a different label than 
the edge to (1, i+ 1). 
The two-letter Thue sequence has no subword of the form www; hence, no 
uniform encoding of L1 (n) in Hk(m) can ‘place’ four vertices of L&z) in any xi or in y. 
The claimed bound on m follows immediately. 
3. Deciding uniform encodability 
The general problem of deciding, given arbitrary G and H, whether or not G is 
encodable in H is likely to be computationally difficult, since this problem is known 
to be NP-complete [9]. The general problem of decidiug whether or not G is 
uniformly encodable in H is, in a technical sense, even more complex: we prove here 
that the uniform encodability problem is PSPACE-complete (cf. [ 1, Chapter 10)). 
The disparity in computational difficulty between the uniform and unrestricted cases 
becomes more dramatic if the guest G has an especially simple form: if G is a 
one-way line, then the (unrestricted) encodability problem yields to a linear-time 
algorithm, whereas the problem of deciding uniform encodabiIity remains PSPACE- 
complete. We also investigate the complexity of deciding whether or not there is a 
simple uniform encoding of G in l+& and we find that this problem is NP-complete. 
These results are summarized in Tabie 5. 
arbitrary 
G and H 
G is a 
one-way line 
Encodability 
Uniform encodability 
Simple uniform encodability 
l______l- 
NP-complete 
PSPACE-complete 
NP-complete 
linear time 
PSPACE-complete 
NP-complete 
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It is natural to question whether the negative impact of these results can be 
mitigated by imposing restrictions on the guest and/or host. Although we do not 
have a definitive answer to this question, we do present conditions on G and H which 
permit a polynomial-time solution to the uniform encodability problem, where the 
degree of the polynomial depends on the outdegree of G. The conditions are satisfied 
by several natural data structures uch as one-way arrays and one-way trees. 
We first prove a technical lemma which relates the problem of deciding uniform 
encodability to the problem of deciding, given a finite set of deterministic: finite 
automata, whether or not there is a word which is accepted by all the automata. in the 
set. Since this latter problem is known to be PSPACE-complete [4,7], the lemma is 
useful in establishing the PSPACE-completeness of the former problem. The lemma 
is further applied in Section 4. 
For our purposes it is convenient o define a deterministic finite automaton I~DFA) 
to be a triple A = (Q, q, a), where Q is a graph (as defined in Section 2) with label set 
Lo = (0, 1}, and where 4. a E Vo. The vertices of Q are viewed as the states of A, and 
an edge from u to v with label b E (0, 1) specifies a transition from state u to state v on 
input symbol b ; q is the initial state and a is the (unique) final state of A. A binary 
word w E (0, 1)” is accepted by A iff follow(q, w) = a. Define size(A) = 1 a/,1. A 
DFA-set is a nonempty finite set of DFA’s. If & = {A 1, . . . , Ak} is a DFA-set, a word 
w is accepted by & iff w is accepted by each Ai, 1 s i c k ; and size(&) = & size(A). 
In the following lemma, a uniform encoding E of LI(l) in a host H is viewed as a 
vertex injection plus a label sequence E(N) E L&, where N is the (unique) edge label 
of L#). 
Lemma 3.1. There is a polynok&=iinte aigoriihK which maps any given WA-set s& 
to an integer 1 and 3 graph H such that: 
(a) LH =(o, 1, #h 
(b) 1 VHI s 2 l size(d) + 3 and 
(c) (E (NJ: e is a uniform encoding of Ll(l) in H] = { # w: w is accepted by d}. 
Proof. Say that &={A,,. . . , Ak}, where Ai = (Qi, qiq ai) for 1 s i s k. Li:t lti = 
maxi size(Ai) and I = max(k + 2, m + 1). For k + 1 s i s 1; - 1, let Ai =5 (Qi, qi, ai) be a 
one.-state DFA which accepts (0, 1)” ; that is, Qi has one vertex qi ( =ai) and two edges 
(Si, qi, 0) and (qi, 41, J )* Now 
1-I 
VH = U V, lJ{atj, h), bll 
i=l 
where a(), bO, and bl belong to none of the Qi. The edges of H include all the edges of 
Qi for all i, and the labels of these edges are inherited from the Qi. In addition, H 
contains the edge (a(), bo, 0), the edge (a(), bI, l), and, for 1 s i < I, the edge 
(ai-1, qi, # ). Note that (b) holds because 
p&)=size’Af)+Z-k+2, 
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& 3 I, and 1 c size(d) + 2. It is ob*jious that the transformation from & to H can be 
computed in polynomial time. Therefore, it remains only to verify (c). 
First, if w is accepted by $, it is immediate from the construction of H that there is 
a unifarm encoding E of L1(Z) in H such that, for 1 s i < I, E maps the edge (i, i + 1) of 
Li(Z) to that path p from ai-l to Ui defined by A&) = # w. On the other hand, say 
that E is a uniform encoding of &(I) in H. Since I > m, the Z-vertex line cannot ‘fit’ 
inside a single automaton & Therefore, e must map some edge of the line to a path 
in H which includes one of the interautomaton edges (Ui -1, qi, # ), SO E (IV) contains 
at least one occurrence of the label # . Note that H contains exactly I - 1 edges 
labeled # , and that any path in H which includes the edge (ao, 41, #) must begin at 
a(). It follows that E(N) = # w for some w E L& and, therefore, that E (viewed as a 
vertex injection) must map vertex i of the line to vertex ai- of H for 1~ i c 1. Finally, 
we can now conclude that w is accepted by &. 
Before starting the results on complexity, we review the relevant terminology (see, 
for example, [S]). Let B and C be languages (sets of words). B is polynomiully 
reducible to C (written B a C) if there is a function f from words to words such that f 
can be computed by a deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time, and 
x E B iff f(x) E C for all words X. Let 2 be a class of languages (e.g., NP or PSPACE). 
9gCiffBaCf or all B E 2. The language C is %compZete iff C E 9’ and Za C. 
Define 
UE = {(G, H): there is a uniform encoding of G in H}, 
SUE = !(G, H): t” IAcre is a simple uniform encoding of G in H}. 
The sets LINE-UE and LINE-SUE are defined similarly but with the restrictions 
that G is a one-way line and /&I = 3. 
Theorem 3.2. UE and LINE-UE are PSPACE-complete. 
Proof. (1) UE E PSPACE. We describe a nondeterministic Turing machine which 
accepts UE within polynomial space; the conclusion then follows by a well-known 
result of Savitch [13]. Let (G, pi) be a given input. The Turing machine ‘guesses’ an 
injection L of VG in VH. For each label y E LG, in turn, the machine ‘guesses’, one 
symbol at a time, the corresponding label sequence p,, E L$. As P,, is extended by 
each symbol, the machine checks compatibility with L. Details appear in the report 
version [ 121 of this paper. 
(2) PSPACE a LINE-UE. Let 
INT= {J& SQ is a DFA-set which accepts at least one word}. 
The fact that PSPACE a INT follows trivially from [4,7] by a block coding of the 
symbols in the automata’s input alphabets as binary words. Lemma 3.1 implies that 
INTx LINE-UE, so the conclusion follows by the transitivity of a. 
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Even if the freedom to map edges of the guest to nonsimple paths in the host is 
removed by requiring encodings to be simple, the problem of deciding uniform 
encodability still appears to be difficult. 
Theorem 3.3. SUE and LINE-SUE are NP-complete. 
Proof. (1) SUE E NP. This is obvious since, if E is a simple encoding of G in H, then 
E (&) contains no path whose length exceeds i V’I. 
(2) NPKLINE-SUE. Let SAT be the set of satisfiable propositional formulas in 
conjunctive normal form. It is known that NP 0~ SAT [2, l] and we here show that 
SATKLINE-SUE. Let F be a given formula involving variables x1, . . . , xi. Let 
c 1, . . . , C’k be the clauses of F, where each clause is a disjunction of literals (variables 
or negations of variables). An assignment is a word bl bZ . l l bi, each bi E (0, l}, which 
represents, in the obvious way, an assignment of Boolean values to the variables 
Xl 9’..9 xi. For 1 s i s k, let Ai be a DFA with 2j + 1 states whose underlying graph is 
acyclic, which accepts the set of assignments that satisfy the clause Ci ; the con- 
struction of Ai is straightforward. Letting J&? = {A 1, . . . , Ak}, it is clear that & accepts 
some word iff F is satisfiable. Now I and H are obtained from & as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1, except that each DFA Ai for k + 1 s i s I - 1 is replaced by an acyclic 
DFA with i + 1 states that accepts (0, l}‘. The remainder of the argument is virtually 
identical to thi= proof of Lemma 3.1. 
The apparent difficulty of deciding whether a one-way li me is uniformly encodable 
in a graph contrasts with the relative ease of solving the problem when the uniformity 
requirement is rescinded. In the next two results, we assur;l?e that the graphs are 
represented by adjacency list structures [l, Chapter 21. 
Proposition 3.4. The problem of deciding, given n and H, whether or not Ll(n) is 
encodable in H can be solved in time O(n + 1 VH I+ IEHI) on a random access machine 
with the uniform cost criterion [I]. 
Sketch. First partition H into its maximal strongly connected components 
HI, . . . , Hk; using an algorithm of Tarjan [17], this can be done in time Oil k/HI + 
IEH[). Now construct an acyclic graph H’ with weighted vertices as follows: the 
vertices of H’ are HI, . . . , Hk ; w (Hi) = I VHiI; and there is an edge directed from Hi 
toH,iff i#jandE&(HixHi)#O. 
Now L*(n) is encodable in H iff there is a path of weight an in H’, where the 
weight of a path is the sum of the weights of its constituent vertices. The existence of 
such a path can be checked in linear time by topologically sorting the vertices of H’ 
[6, section 2.2.31. Details can be found in [12]. 
One can argue that the host graphs constructed in the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 
3.3 have bizarre structures which would probably never occur in ‘natural’ data 
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structures. This counterargument becomes truly convincing only when one specifies 
restrictions that forbid ‘unnatural’ structures and exhibits an efficient method for 
deciding uniform encodability for restricted graphs. We have made what we believe 
is a first step toward the discovery of such restrictions. 
Let G and H be graphs. A vertex r E Vc is a root of G if 
(i) there are outdegree crlges directed away from r, and 
(ii) for all u E V,, there is a path from r to u. 
G is rooted if it has a root. The graph H is path-regular provided that for all u E V’ 
and all pl, p2 E L&, follow(u, ~1) = follow( u, ~2) implies that, for all v E V’, either 
follow(v,pl) and follow(v, ~2) are both undefined or they are equal. A root, as 
defined here, occurs naturally in many examples of data structures. The condition of 
y&-regularity is somewhat more severe, but it is satisfied by several natural data 
structures uch as one-way arrays and one-way trees. Although the two-way array 
A&i; n) is not path-regular, a related graph A$(d; n) is path regular. Ai(d; n) has 
the same vertex set and label set as A#; n), and for 1 s i s d, there is an edge; 
labeled IV” from each vertex 
V = (k 1,-.'9 ki, . . - 9 kd 
to vertex 
v’= (kl, . . . , kj, . . . , kd), k: =ki+l (modn), 
and an edge labeled Pi from v’ to v. For example, A;(2; n) resembles a torus. The 
graphs A$(d; n ) belong to a class of path-regular graphs called Cayley color graphs 
[ 193: given a finite group R and a set % of generators of F, the Cayley color graph of F 
and Ce has vertices F and, for z:II u E F and all g E 3, an edge labeled g from u to ug. 
Proposition 3.5. The problem of deciding, given a rooted graph G and a connected 
path-regular graph H, whether or not G is uniformly encodablc in Hcan be solved in 
time 
@lEGI . 1 VH joutde@eetG)+l + 1vH 1”) 
on a random access machine with the uniform cost criterion. 
Sketch. For each u, v E VH find a label sequence p(u, v) E I!,& which describes a 
simple path from u to u, provided that one exists. Conc+tm~ _:. ,ct a table FOLLOW which 
contains, for each triple s, HI, v E V,, the value of foUow(s, p(u, v)); FOLLOW can be 
constructed in time O(l &+I”). Let d = outdegree and LG = {yl, . . . , yd}. Let r be 
a root of G, and let ui = follow(r, ri) for 1 s i s d. A partial injectiotz is an injection of 
{ r,ul,**., ud) in vH. 
Since r is a root of G, a given partia: injection C, together with the label mapping 
specify at most one uniform encoding of ~3 in H. This encoding (if it exists) is forrnd by 
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a procedure, described in detail in [ 121, which attempts to extend L to an injection of 
VG in V’ while respecting (3.1). I3y usin 1 g the precomputed information in 
FOLLOW, the extension procedure can be designed to run in time O(I&]). Since 
there are at most 1 l&Id+* partial injections to be checked, the stated time bound is 
immediate. The path-regularity of H is invoked to argue that no generality is lost by 
using the particular (but arbitrary) label seiquences p(u, v). 
4. Time requirements 
Our final comparison between uniform and unrestricted ata encodings considers 
the relative consumptions of time under the two regimens. As in the earlier sources 
on data encodings [9,10,11], we assess the time requirements of an encoding to be 
the expected time required to simulate in the host graph traversing a single edge in 
the guest graph, where the expectation weights edges of tile guest graph according to 
their frequencies of traversal in a particular application; for example, if the tree 
Ti(2; 2) were to be used as a search tree with equally likely keys at its four leaves, the 
weights of the edges leaving the root would be twice the equal weights of the edges 
entering the leaves. It is convenient o no, fill r-- alize these edgeweights by making them 
probabilities, and so our formal development akes the following form [9]: 
(1) A usage patterrz for the graph G = (V, E) is a probability function 71: E + 
[0, 11. An application for the graph G = (V, E) is a set of usage patterns for G. 
(2) The cost of the dattz encoding E of G = (V, E) in H relative to the application II 
for G is given by 
We shall not be evaluating any encodings’ costs in this paper, but rather bounding 
their costs. Accordingly, the following two quantities are useful to us. 
(3) Let E encode G = (V, E) in H: 
MCOST(&) = n$lE (e)l, WCOST(e) = maxls (41. 
eE.E 
The utility of these quantities resides in the easily verified inequalities: for all 
encodings E of G, and for all applications n for G, 
MCOST(e) s COST(g, n) s WCOSTk). 
Thus we shall sharpen the contrasts we wish to expose by stating lower bounds in 
terms of MCOST’s and upper bounds in terms of WCOST’s. 
bore 
(i) H,, hai 
For infinitely many integers n, there is a graph H,, with the properties: 
O(n) vertices and maximum vertex-degree 3, 
{[ii) there is an unrestricted encoding ~0 of the one-way line Ll( In/log2 n 1) in H,, 
with WCOST(& = 1, 
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(iii) there is a uniform encoding of Ll( [n/log;! n 1) in H,, and every such encoding E 
has MCOST(& ) 2 2cn”oe n for some fixed c > 0. 
Proof, Kozen [7] has established, for arbitrary integers m > 0, the existence of a 
collection of M = 2(m + log2 m + 1) deterministic finite automata, each having 
O(logz rp~) states, such that the shortest word accepted by all automata in the 
collection has length 2? Now Lemma 3.1 allows us to convert this collection of 
automata into a graph H having O(m log2 m) vertices uch that no uniform encoding 
of L1(M+2) in H has MCOST less than 2’? (Since for any uniform encoding E of 
L1(M+ 2), MCOST(e) = WCOST(E).) Moreover, the construction of Lemma 3.1 
assures us that there is an unrestricted encoding EO of Ll(M+ 2) in H with 
WCOST(E,) = 1. 
From the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is clear that the ‘infinitely many n’ occur with 
density roughly l/log m in the natural numbers. 
The lower bound of Theorem 4.1 cannot be substantially increased. 
Theorem 4.2. If there exists a uniform encoding of the graph G in the n-vertex graph H, 
then there exists one, call it E, with WCOST(&) s (n + I>“. 
Proof. Each edge-label in LH can be viewed as a (possibly partial) transformation of 
the set V’ of the vertices of H. Hence, every edge-label sequence can, by composi- 
tion of its constituems, also be so regarded. 
Let E encode G uniformly in H. Since there are only (n + 1)” partial trans- 
formations of V’, no edge-label sequence in H used by e need ever exceed this 
number in length, for any such long sequence could be replaced by a shorter one that 
is totally equivalent in terms of source-target correspondences. 
If the guest graph G of Theorem 4.2 has m vertices, then one can improve the 
bound of the theorem to 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 indicate that the logarithm of the factor by which the cost of a 
uniform encoding of G in H exceeds that of an unrestricted encoding can be as large 
as 0(n/log n) but cannot exceed O(n log n), where n = 1 VH(. The time demands of 
uniform encodings can be inordinately greater than those of unrestricted encodings. 
As in Section 3, we seek relief from these contrasts by imposing the restriction of 
simpkcity on uniform encodings. Simplicity must preclude encodings as bad as those 
of Theorem 4.1, since obviously: 
ositio .3. Every simple encoding E (uniform or not) of a graph G in a graph H 
has WCOST(E) s 1 VH 1. 
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(Of course, insisting on simplicity avoids the dilation reported in Theorem 4. I by 
ignoring those encodings that engender such dilation. So, for instance, we would 
merely say that L1( ln/logz ye ] ) is not simply uniformly encodable in Hn.) 
Although the bound of Proposition 4.3 compares favorably with those of 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, it is still not very reassuring if it can be approached with an 
analog of Theorem 4.1. Unfortunately, it can be so approached. 
Theorem 4.4. For all suficienrly large n, there is a graph G,, with the following 
properties : 
(i) there is an (unrestricted) enroding e. of G, in LI(n) with 
(In n)’ 
WCOWeo) < in 9 
(ii) there is a simple uniform encoding of G,, in Ll(n), and every such encoding E has 
n l In In n 
MCOS’Ud ’ tIn rt )2 . 
Proof. Nicolas [8] proved that for all sufficiently large integers m, there is a sequence 
of integers vrzl, m2,. . . , mk such that 
(1) xi mi s m9 
(2) n(m)’ km(ml, . . . , mk)sexp(m ln m)1’2m 
Given any such sequence, let us construct from it a graph G = G,t,) as follows: G will 
have one source vertex oOut with outdegree k, one sink vertex vi* with indegree k, and 
c mi - k vertices with unit indegree and outdegree. G’s unit-degree vertices are 
partitioned into k packets, the ith having mi - 1 vertices. For each 15 i s k, there is a 
length mi path all of whose edges are labeled Ai passing only through packet-i 
unit-degree vertices from uout o vine See Fig. 7. 
h 
Let us try to encode the graph G in a one-way line. 
If we are allowed unrestricted encodings, then G will fit into any line Ll(h) with 
3 m 3 2 +C mi - k (k must be greater than 2 before Nicolas’ lcm bound can be 
Fig. 7. A sample guesf graph for Theorem 4.4; ml = 2, m2 = 3, m3 = 5, 
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obtained); and, if all of G’s vertices are placed consecutively in the line, then the 
encoding must have 
WCOST(&) < m s 
(ln n(m))* 
In In n(m)’ 
In contrast, let us now consider a uniform encoding e of G in the line L#z). Each 
edge label Ai of G must correspond under the encoding e to a path-label sequence in 
the line of the form 
for some integer ai > 0; so for all 1s i c k, 
follow(& (vout), Warni) = & (Vi,). 
Thereforei the distance in Ll(h) between E (vOJ and E (vi”) must be divisible by all 
the mi, hence by their lcm. It follows that h 2 n(m). Moreover, since each mi < m, 
)2(m) 
MCOST(& ) > y 2 
n(m) l In In n(m) 
(In n(m))* l 
The theorem now follows with n = n(m). 
The lower bound of Theorem 4.4 appears to be more optimistic than the analogous 
bound of Theorem 4.1; but this is only because both bounds are stated in terms of the 
size of the host graph H. However, it is probably more realistic to measure the 
dilation in terms of the size of the guest graph G; and in these terms, the bound of 
Theorem 4.4 is barely more optimistic than that of Theorem 4.1: both grow faster 
than any polynomial in 1 VI 1, 
5. Conclusion 
Unrestricted data encodings, even ones involving only simply structured graphs, 
can be hard to compute in the sense that the time required to determine the 
path-image in the host of a given edge in the guest can grow with the sizes of the guest 
and host graphs. Uniform data encodings do not suffer this dependence on the sizes 
of the graphs: they can always be described by a table whose size depends only on the 
outdegrees of the graphs. But, the message of Section 2-4 is that this economy of 
description, hence of computation, often comes only at a tremendous loss of 
efficiency in terms of other cost measures, notably, space utilization, edge dilation, 
and ease of detection. We must conclude that ‘uniformity’ in this sense is too strong a 
notion. Our original motiva:ion, however, was to find a general, computationally 
efficient method to implement edge traversals of the guest graph in the host graph. 
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Our notion of uniformity is only one possible implementation of this operation, and, 
computationally speaking, it is an especially trivial one (i.e. substitution). Perhaps 
there are methods of greater computational sophistication that do not engender the 
insufferable losses in behavioral efficiency that uniformity does, The problem 
remains open. 
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